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Replacing the age of mechanical manufacturing with the age of informatics has also its 
undeniable reflection in architecture. It requires interdisciplinary and integrated 
conceptions. Contemporary information age significantly influences especially techno
logical aspect of the architecture in the most significant fields which is ecology, energy, 
water and material. 
 

The architecture in its complex is understood as a symbiosis of function, aesthetics, 
technology and economy (Fig. 1
fields of the symbiosis in the architecture. The paper belongs to the field of technology 
in the architecture. It represents the interaction of MASS
from the natural balance o
of architecture transforms itself into the system relation BUILDING
(Fig. 2). In this system relation BUILDING represents the mass, thus the material basis and 
equally constructional design of its details, elements and systems. CLIMATE represents the 
interior and exterior environment in the complex of its physical and chemical parameters. 
In the term climate there is also the ecological quality of the environment included. Becau
the exterior climate has the character of non
has the character of climate dependant process. 
quantitative rate of motion, expressing the ability of material systems t
the basis of inner changes is defined in this system relation in the form of quantitative need 
for providing the required comfort in the interior of the building, situated in particular non
-stationary exterior climate.
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primary ecological function, a product of which is comfortable high-performance building 
with systematic energy saving and healthy interior climate, based on the basis of 
ecologically clean materials, i.e. green building (Fig. 2). If the subject of our fur
analyses is green building and the goal is to achieve its above mentioned features, then the 
method for the way of realization of this intent has the following conception. 

The technology of architecture of green building determines the strategy of sav
al, energy and water resources (Fig. 3). GREEN BUILDING is therefore in the 
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2. System relation in the technology of architecture 

Rys. 2. System relacji w technologii architektury 

Fig. 3. Strategic fields of saving in the technology of green building 

. Strategiczne obszary oszczędności w technologii zielonych budynków

Green architecture versus sustainable architecture 

With the new approach or significant specification of the term ECOLOGY in modern 
age of information is the notion sustainable development of the society. It is the synonym 
for the image of future world, the aim of which is to put MAN-NATURE-TECHNOLOGY 
into consistent equilibrium. It means such a development which would for the
contemporary and future generations: 

maintain their basic LIVING NEEDS, 
decrease the variety of NATURE, 
preserve the function of ECOSYSTEMS. 
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Sustainability is therefore satisfaction of the needs of the contemporary generation, 
without breaching the ability of future generations to satisfy their needs. Sustainable 
architecture must also contribute to the sustainable development of the society. Sustainable 
and green architecture are often attributed with fallacious synonyms in various forms. 
Sustainability according to the above mentioned definition means not having a negative 
impact on the environment. Green building is therefore a contribution to sustainability, its 
predecessor – a positive step towards sustainable building. Sustainable building is in the 
technology of architecture qualitatively higher notion than green building. The same 
relation of quality is between SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE and GREEN 
ARCHITECTURE. 
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Fig. 4. Low energy (solar) architecture and green architecture 

Rys. 4. Niskoenergetyczna (słoneczna) architektura i zielona architektura 
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4. Green building 

Which building can be attributed with the character – status of green building? The one 
which in the field of architectural technology: 
– accepts strategic fields of systematic saving of material, energy and water resources 

(Fig. 4), 
– utilizes alternative sources of energy (Fig. 4). 

Note:  in the conceptual and schematic project creation accepts minimally passive 
solar system 

– utilizes ecologically clean – nontoxic building materials (Fig. 4), 
– takes into account climatic changes; systematically reduces – minimizes gas emissions, 

particularly carbon dioxide emissions (CO2), as a main product from the fuel system of 
building, as a crucial indicator of the ecology of exterior climate (Fig. 4), 

– provides high standard of comfort in the creation of optimum artificial – architectural 
environment. 

5. Structure of design strategy for green building 

Structure of the strategy of green building comprises several significant fields 
fundamentally influencing schematic and graphic design in the complex process of its 
design creation (Fig. 5). The subject structure includes those strategic elements which 
define and emphasize the principles and the concepts of green building (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 5. Scheme of the process of green building design 

Rys. 5. Schemat procesu projektowania budynków zielonych 

Green building in its basic strategy is defined as a building with systematic saving – 
rational utilization of material, energy and water resources (Fig. 6A, B, C). 

In the field of materials green building is in its basic strategy defined by the orientation 
on the ecologically clean masses (Fig. 6A) and equally on the ecological manufacturing of 
building materials for material – construction design of details, elements and systems of 
buildings (Fig. 6A1). 

According to the fact that the manufacturing of building materials is the primary field of 
material engineering and is connected with the design creation only in the field of 
application, the fact is also accepted in the inner design structure of the strategy for the 
principles and concepts of green building (Fig. 6). 

In the field of energetics the green building is in its basic strategy defined by the 
orientation on ecologically clean sources (Fig. 6B) namely above all on self-renewable 
alternative energy sources and equally on the ecological manufacturing of energy 
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Fig. 6. Structure of the design strategy according to the principles and concepts of green building 

Rys. 6. Struktura I strategia projektowania zgodnie z zasadami i koncepcją zielonych budynków 
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(Fig. 6B1) for the widest scale of energy demand and consumption connected with the 
creation of the optimal artificial – architectural environment of buildings. Therefore the 
interaction ALTERNATIVE SOURCES and ECOLOGICAL ENERGY PRODUCTION is 
a serious element of inner structure of the strategy, emphasizing the principles and concepts 
of green building. 

In the field of water resources the green building is in its basic strategy defined by the 
orientation on ecologically clean natural sources (Fig. 6C) and equally on their systematic 
protection from pollution by waste (Fig. 6C1) Therefore the interaction WATER and 
WASTE and the interaction TERRITORY and VEGETATION are serious elements of 
inner structure of the strategy, emphasizing the principles and concepts of green building 
(Fig. 6). 

The listed three fields of basic structure of the strategy of green building lead into the 
effort to optimize the reduction of produced gas emissions and energy consumption in the 
building (Fig. 6A, B, C) and to the effort of the final program not to decrease the 
VARIETY OF NATURE, preserve the FUNCTIONS OF ECOSYSTEMS and provide 
LIVING NEEDS for future generations (Fig. 6A, B, C) which represents the program of 
sustainable building in the program of sustainable development of the whole society. 

The inner structure of this basic strategy of green building represent strategic elements 
which emphasize the principles and the concepts of green building (Fig. 6). These include: 
– strategy of application of self-renewable alternative energy sources and connected 

ecological production of primary and secondary energy (Fig. 5D), 
– strategy of heat transmission as a basic parameter for hygienic criterion of the envelope 

structures of buildings and one of the determining criteria of energy demand of building 
(Fig. 6E), 

– strategy of ventilation of green building as one of the basic parameters of the quality  
of interior climate, expressed by its ecology and the rational utilization of energy  
(Fig. 6F), 

– strategy of heating of green building with the orientation on the application of 
alternative sources, rational utilization of energy and the reduction of emission 
production (Fig. 6G),  

– strategy of cooling of green building equally with the orientation on the application of 
alternative energy sources, the utilization of natural phenomena and the reduction of 
emission production (Fig. 6H), 

– strategy of lighting and insolation of green building, providing the visual comfort in the 
creation of artificial architectural environment and co-operating in the creation of 
healthy building (insolation) (Fig. 6I), 

– strategy of exterior envelope providing the rational utilization of ecologically clean 
materials from its ecologically clean production and co-operating in the rational 
utilization of energy and the ecological creation of architectural environment (Fig. 6J),  

– strategy of automated systems of control which are today already indispensable tool of 
modern intelligent building of contemporary age of information (Fig. 6K), 

– strategy of the interaction of territory and vegetation, providing the orography of 
territory and vegetation as a mutually conditioning ecological unit (Fig. 6L), 

– strategy of interaction of water and waste, providing the ecological design and 
protection of water resources, the rational utilization and control of water managements, 
ecological processing or disposal of waste (Fig. 6M). 
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6. Conclusions 

The character of green building in the context of green eco-architecture has to become  
a challenge for architects, not only for their active contribution to the shaping – the form 
and the aesthetics of green buildings, but also for mastering the complex of ecological, 
energy, material and water strategy of their design. The best way to utilize the strategy of 
green building is to theoretically understand the ecological, physical, chemical and 
construction – technological problems of modern technology in architecture.  
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